Halloween in Mars

Illustrated and Written by - Riyanshi Agarwal (5 year old)

Once upon a time there were two children – named Mally and Maxy. They were celebrating Halloween on the planet Mars. Maxy dressed up as a ghost and Mally dressed up as a Frankenstein. They went for the trick and treat in the neighborhood by floating in the air. On the way, they met a mummy. The mummy’s name was Molly. The mummy said, “I am hungry and I want to eat you.” Both Mally and Maxy got scared. Then Maxy found a chicken in her pocket. She gave the chicken to the mummy. The mummy ate the chicken. Then, they became good friends. The mummy started to live in their neighborhood. They carved Jack-o-lantern together on the Halloween.

“Do you want to carve a Jack-o-lantern with the mummy this Halloween.”